Effects of aromatic polyamidines on the electrophoretic mobility of HIV-1 genomic regions amplified by polymerase-chain reaction.
In this paper we describe the use of polymerase chain reaction (PCR) to amplify DNA sequences suitable for studies on the activity of DNA-binding drugs of possible interest in anti-tumor as well as anti-viral therapy. To this aim (a) we amplified by PCR two regions of the HIV-1 genome (one localized within the LTR, the other within the env gene), known to bind nuclear factors and (b) we determined whether different aromatic polyamidines are able to differentially affect the electrophoretic mobility of these HIV-1 PCR fragments. We found that aromatic polyamidines differentially affect the electrophoretic migration of PCR-amplified HIV-1 genomic regions. This differential effect, related to a differential DNA-binding activity, could lead to a differential inhibition of protein-DNA interactions.